
Ten Dead After Gunman Livestreams Mass Shooting At Buffalo Supermarket
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Update (1849ET): Two law enforcement officials told AP the gunman had been identified as 18yo
Payton Gendron. One of the officials said the FBI is questioning the suspect.

* * *

Update (1832ET): During a press conference, Buffalo Police Commissioner Joseph Gramaglia said 13
people were shot, and ten people died in a “racially motivated” mass shooting.

Gramaglia said that an 18yo white shooter drove from “hours away,” equipped with military gear,
and opened fire in a Tops Friendly Markets on Jefferson Avenue in Buffalo.

The U.S. attorney for the Western District of New York said the mass shooting is being investigated as
a hate crime. The FBI is also investigating the incident as an act of racially-motivated violent extremism.

BPD Commissioner Joseph Gramaglia gives an account of what happened at Tops on
Jefferson Ave. in Buffalo. The shooting is being investigated by the FBI as a hate crime and
as an act of racially-motivated violent extremism.

Updating here: https://t.co/qiqtpeOYLB pic.twitter.com/xbUV7hxESp

— 7 News WKBW (@WKBW) May 14, 2022

* * *

AP reports at least ten people died after a gunman opened fire at Buffalo, New York, supermarket.

BREAKING: BPD on scene of a mass shooting at the Tops in the 1200 block of Jefferson
Avenue. Police say multiple people have been struck by gunfire. The shooter is in custody.
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https://apnews.com/article/buffalo-supermarket-shooting-442c6d97a073f39f99d006dbba40f64b?utm_source=Twitter&utm_campaign=SocialFlow&utm_medium=AP
https://t.co/qiqtpeOYLB
https://t.co/xbUV7hxESp
https://twitter.com/WKBW/status/1525603174358437888?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://apnews.com/article/buffalo-supermarket-shooting-442c6d97a073f39f99d006dbba40f64b


Motorists and residents are urged to avoid the area.

— Buffalo Police Dept (@BPDAlerts) May 14, 2022

A gunman dressed in a military uniform reportedly opened fire in the parking lot and inside the Tops
Friendly Supermarket at 1275 Jefferson Avenue.

Police told NBC New York the gunman had military-style body armor and two rifles.
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https://twitter.com/BPDAlerts/status/1525558280981991428?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/2022-05-14_17-29-18.png?itok=_v0XtdB4
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/crime-and-courts/public-advised-to-avoid-buffalo-supermarket-for-active-shooting-event/3687999/


#BREAKING Several people wounded during shooting attack in a supermarket in Buffalo,
NY.
Suspect arrested, described himself as a white supremacist and anti-semite in an online
manifesto pic.twitter.com/F2ZPSWUSCb

— Guy Elster (@guyelster) May 14, 2022

The Daily Mail notes the gunman live-streamed the shooting. This is an unconfirmed screenshot of the
video.
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https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/suspect_0.jpg?itok=mx09FMRH
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BREAKING?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc^tfw
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https://twitter.com/guyelster/status/1525561575737905154?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10816777/Multiple-people-injured-dead-mass-shooting-Buffalo-supermarket.html


NBC points out the supermarket is situated in a “predominately Black neighborhood, about 3 miles
north of downtown Buffalo. The surrounding area is primarily residential, with a Family Dollar store and
fire station near the store.”

Local news WIVB’s Kelsey Anderson says “15 Peacemakers” have arrived on the scene, “along with
other organizations to keep the peace.”

Im told about 15 Peacemakers are down here right now (yellow shirts), along with other
organizations to keep the peace. They’re now giving out water to anyone who may need it.
Lots of emotion here tonight @news4buffalo pic.twitter.com/Np74GSRoRb

— Kelsey Anderson (@4KelseyAnderson) May 14, 2022

New York State Governor Kathy Hochul tweeted that she’s “monitoring the shooting at a grocery store
in Buffalo.”

I am closely monitoring the shooting at a grocery store in Buffalo. We have offered
assistance to local officials. If you are in Buffalo, please avoid the area and follow guidance
from law enforcement and local officials.

— Governor Kathy Hochul (@GovKathyHochul) May 14, 2022
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